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Introduction

Russian civil society is one of the most complicated subjects to examine within 
the scope of researches on the social transformations in the postsoviet coun-
tries. Despite its crucial value for the evaluation of the pending processes, there 
are not so many papers devoted to it1, especially in Poland. It could be caused 
by theoretical problems concerning scope of the subject, associated with dis-
cussions about its existence at all (in terms of the liberal paradigms2), but also 
regarding possibilities of direct implementation of Western theories and de& ni-
tions to the assessment of the Russian analogue3. Another phenomenon, which 
makes this matter more complex, is existence of the NGO4 and examples of civil 
society directly supporting government or following its agenda, which – accom-
panied by the & nancial policy of the authorities towards NGOs – can led to di-
vision of the third sector on „constructive” and „unconstructive” organizations, 
depending on their goals and political position. Task of this article is to present 
basics of the Russian governmental strategy towards NGO sector and measures 
taken to rea lize that (mainly establishing own organizations or dividing existing 
one on two „sets”). Some remarks will be made on their motivation and ques-
tion are they just typical GONGOS (so-called Potemkin civil society) or a real 

1 С. Грин, Природа неподвижности российского общества, [in:] Россия 2020. Сценарии 
развития, М. Липман, Н. Петров (ed.), Москвa 2012, p. 445.

2 For an outlook of the liberal theories regarding civil society see e.g: Społeczeństwo obywatel-
skie, W. Bokajło, K. Dziubka (ed.), Wrocław 2001.

3 Due to the article‘s length limitations, such divagations were skipped by the author. See more: 
А.Тарасенко, Некоммерческий Сектор в Странах ЕС и России, Санкт Петербург 2015, 
p. 13-69.

4 To clarify, in article term NGO (non-governmental organization) will be used, hence in Rus-
sian such doesn’t exist due to existence of the term NKO (non-commercial organization), 
which is by de& nition closer to the not-for-pro& t organizations and substitutes commonly 
used on the West term NGO. 
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example of civil activism, undertaken to express position of speci& c groups to-
wards some political and social issues. Article is an e� ect of the bibliographical 
researches as well as & eld studies conducted in Russia by author in period from 
April to June 2016, mainly based on the depth-in personal interviews, passive 
and active observations, bibliographical studies and pilotage survey among 
students.

Authorities’ two paths of conduct towards NGOs

First two terms of Vladimir Putin’s presidency varied from each other in terms of 
economic reforms, attitude towards world and obeying civil liberties and human 
rights, including a question: „what civil society will be suitable for Russia?”. In his 
program article „Russia at the turn of the millennium” (Россия на рубеже ты-
сячелетия) published on the eve of 2001 (less than a year a� er becoming a pre-
si dent) he declared that: „Strong democratic power in Russia means democratic, 
competent, federal state with rule of law principles”, writing in further part: „I see 
following measures of maintaining that: (…) creation of conditions conducive to 
the formation in the country a full-{ edged civil society, balancing and the con-
trolling authority”5. Just some years a� erwards, in 2005, while speaking on the 
meeting with pro-Kremlin organization Nashi (Молодежные Движение Наши) 
Russia’s president said: „we need a civil society, but it must be permeated by pa-
trio tism, concern for one’s country, and should do things not for money but from 
the heart, eager to put right those problems that we indeed have and do this, 
I repeat, not for money but as the heart dictates.”6

Reasons of that shi�  from the preacher of controlling role of civil society to 
the hostile attitude towards Western founded NGOs7 are di� erent. Firstly, we 
should take into account, what activities (mainly advocacy, human rights etc.) 
of the NGO were & nanced from the West8 with regard to the „color” revolutions 
in Ukraine, Georgia and Kirgizstan, which caused Kremlin’s fear of the possible 
Maidan on the Red Square. � at led also to changes in the Putin’s ruling ideology. 

5 В. Путин, Россия на рубеже тысячелетия (30 XII 2000), http://www.ng.ru/poli-
tics/1999-12-30/4_millenium.html (1 VIII 2016).

6 S. Henderson, Civil society in Russia: State society relations in the post-Yeltsin Era, p. 20, https://
www.ucis.pitt.edu/nceeer/2011_824-17_Henderson.pdf (1 VIII 2016).

7 As a Key moment of this transformation can be marked an introduction of the Act on NKO 
from 2005, which was a basis for the campaign against independent NGO, providing provi-
sions with limitations of scope of activities and & nancing. 

8 For sceptic analysis of that process see: J. Hemment, Nashi, Youth Voluntarism, and Potemkin 
NGOs: Making Sense of Civil Society in Post-Soviet Russia, „Slavic Review” 2012, vol. 71, no. 2; 
Л. Якобсон, С. Санович, Смена моделей российского третьего сектора: фаза импорт-
замещения, „Общественные науки и современность” 2009, №4, p. 25-28.
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During his & rst term, he was trying to reform country’s economy and transform 
post-soviet social relations to the needs of contemporary state, which needed 
to be controlled (as he thought) by upper power. � at resulted in formulation 
by his chief of administration V. Volodin concept of the managed democracy 
(управляемая демократия), which a� er experience of revolutions on post  -soviet 
sphere was „amended” by the factor of foreign interference and expressed by 
the new Kremlin ideologist V. Surkov as a „sovereign democracy” (суверенная 
демократия)9. To get civil society under control and transformed independent 
activism into managed one within frames of those concepts Kremlin decided to 
use two paths, which are described in the next paragraph.

First one, call it indirect or corporative, can be described as well as & nancial-
 -administrative way with selective attitude towards third sector, fostering acti-
vi ties of „constructive” (in the authorities opinion) NGOs and hindering work 
of „unconstructive” ones. Second, can be described as a direct interference into 
civil society relations by establishing „from up” organizations sharing Kremlin 
ideas, strategies and goals – GONGOs. Such strategies templates remain actual 
till nowadays, with even bigger stress placed one the division „constructive” – 
„unconstructive” a� er Ukraine crisis and 2011 protests of white ribbons. � is 
2-path division can be reassembled by the partition of Russian NGO proposed by 
Carnegie Center in their report „Russia 2020”10, which form three groups on the 
basis of state-organization relations. � ey are:

1. NGO openly collaborating with authorities; those can be considered as 
a representation of organizations, which activity is facilitated (e.g. con-
servative-patriotic) in frames of the & rst path. � at group include also 
GONGOs, established within second path;

2. NGO, which collaborate to some extent with authorities to maintain com-
munication channels, but also to deal with some practical problems (fos-
tering by the authorities);

3. NGO associated with „out-of-system opposition” (внесистемная оппо-
зиция11), who contact with authorities only when it is inevitable and ad-
ministration is not interested in collaboration with them (hindered by the 
authorities).

Another interesting di� erentiation can be one proposed by Adil Najam, who 
elaborated 4 forms of NGO-state relations: cooperation, confrontation, comple-
mentarity and co-optation. Cooperation exists, when government and organi-
zation share similar policy goals and strategy. Confrontation is, on contrary, 

9 See: М. Зыгар, Вся Кремлевская Рать, Москва 2016, p. 121-144.
10 Й. Сигерт, Эволюция гражданской активности, [in:] Россия 2020…, p. 525.
11 Term regards human rights activists, advocacy group and mainly liberal political parties not 

represented in Duma in contrast with „system opposition” consisted of parties (LDPR, Just 
Russia, KPRF) having seats in Duma.
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situation with divergence of goals and strategies of sides. Complementarity means 
common goals, di� erent strategies and co-optation means similar strategies, but 
di� erent goals.12

Selective model (* rst path)

As Anna Tarasenko stated , scholar from Higher School of Economics: „Co ope-
ra tion between organizations of the civil society and political parties in Russia 
is characterized by high level of the selectivity, which let only speci& ed catego-
ries of citizens transmit own ideas to the political agenda”13. � e division line 
can be drawn between „politically oriented” NGOs (advocacy, ecology and hu-
man rights) from one side and „socially oriented” NGOs (welfare, social servi-
ces, history and patriotism) on the second. According to the authorities opinion 
and measures, taken especially a� er 2013, politically oriented are considered as 
„destructive/unconstructive” agents of the external in{ uence (commonly called 
„5th column”) and socially oriented are treated as „constructive” one, which can 
be trusted and whose work should be facilitated.14 � at division is reassembled 
in legal norms (especially their execution) and NGO’s & nancial opportunities of 
getting grants from the public sources. Exactly the same division, attitude and ar-
guments were presented to the author during study visit at NGO resource center 
in Voronezh, which was established and fully funded by the local government, 
where CEO on the question of the legal conditions of the third sector activity in 
Russia repeated in „copy-paste” manner of oÉ  cial Kremlin statements.

� is leads to the situation, where politically oriented NGOs are under constant 
administrative and & nancial pressure, associated with a legal environment, espe-
cially amendments to the Act on NGO, so-called Act on Foreign Agents and Act 
on Undesirable institutions. First of them requires all NGO conducting political 
activity (which is widely and vaguely de& ned in the law) and obtaining at the same 
time founds from abroad to register as a „foreign agent” (иностранный агент), 
which makes a clear connotations with an espionage from the Cold War times. 
� at status additionally put on them obligation to disclose fact of being named so 
in every publication or public statement as well as to deliver detailed reports quar-
terly, and granting a wide controlling prerogatives to the authorized organs. Act 
on undesirable organizations gives authorities (list is composed by Ministry of 
Foreign A� airs and Prosecutor General) right to enlist any foreign organization, 

12 I. Krasnopolskaya, Y. Skokova, U. Pape, Government-nonpro5 t relations in Russia’s regions: An 
Exploratory Analysis, „Voluntas” 2015, vol. 26, p. 2246. 

13 A. Tarasenko, op.cit., p. 60.
14 А.Л. Бардин, А.Н. Кокарева, Е.В. Михайлова, Гражданское общество в России: опыт 

сравнительного анализа, p. 10, http://civisbook.ru (1 VIII 2016).
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which actions (according to their unchallengeable judgement) on the territory of 
the Russian Federation are posing threat or charm to the national security. A� er 
being registered as such, organization had to terminate own presence in Russia 
and local organizations are prohibited from obtaining any funds or continuing any 
form of further cooperation with them under the threat of criminal prosecution.

Legislative struggle became one of the most e� ective and popular among 
authorities ways to encounter politically oriented NGOs, especially since 2014, 
where mass controls on the basis of Act on Foreign Agents were launched. As of 
17 VII 2016, 12 organizations were declared undesirable (including American 
National Endowment for Democracy or Polish Education for Democracy Foun-
dation) and 136 were called foreign agents. 22 of them (e.g Bellona or Foundation 
Dynasty) decided to terminate their activities as legal entities due to the ad mi-
ni stra tive burdens, while Committee of Soldiers Mothers, Center for Noncom-
mercial Sector Development in Petersburg or Perm-36 continue their work in 
compliance with the legal requirements, adhering to the strict provisions15.

On the other hand, there is visible lack of support for such organizations in 
the society due to the TV propaganda as well as di� erent daily routine prob-
lems, mostly associated with living conditions not political rights16. According 
to Levada Center poll from 2013 66% of Russians declared that human rights 
organizations shouldn’t get money from abroad17, while in any poll more than 
5% were concerned about observance of the political rights in a country. Howev-
er, enlisting Foundation Dynasty, famous for support of Russian science, caused 
loud protests among society18.

On the opposite side there are socially oriented ones, which are popular 
among citizens, but also among authorities, not only as an ersatz for civil acti-
vi ties in e.g civic control, but also as a provider of services which state is unable 
to deliver. While asking in socially oriented NGO about their relations with au-
thorities the most common answer author received: „� ey treat us like a useful 
partner – we are doing work they are unable to do”. As stressed by I. Kraspo-
loskaya: „collaborative government is thought to enhance a { exibility and cost 
eÉ  ciency of the public sector by building on market competition among social 
services providers, which can be both for-pro& t and non-pro& t”.19 Such outsourc-
ing of social ser vi ces, to be honest also popular in Western countries, is called by 

15 For full register see: http://unro.minjust.ru/NKOForeignAgent.aspx (1 VIII 2016).
16 Such statements were one of the mostly expressed by the liberal advocacy and human rights 

activist interviewed by author. � ey claimed that people start to understand idea and general 
problem and change attitude towards their work and become interested, only when their per-
sonal interest is violated and experience shortcomings of the system. 

17 http://www.vedomosti.ru/politics/articles/2013/05/17/narod_poveril_v_agentov (1 VIII 2016).
18 https://www.gazeta.ru/science/2015/06/06_a_6749162.shtml (1 VIII 2016).
19 I. Krasnopolskaya, Y. Skokova, U. Pape, op.cit., p. 2242. 
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e.g E. Chebankova „a corporative type of NGO-state relations”20. Sometimes it 
can also be associated with quasi-economic state failure theory.

� is division is clearly visible, while analyzing grants given in the annual ten-
ders for NGOs by presidential and regional programs. In 2015 total support of 
the third sector was at the level of 6 billion rubles, hence such number, due to 
the economic meltdown, decreased by 4 billion comparing with 10 bln. budget 
in 2014. 1400 NGOs from 78 regions last year were supported in the frames of 
those programs.21 Most of grants are given to socially oriented NGO as stated in 
Russia-EU civil society Forum Report.22 What’s more, as author’s interlocutors 
claimed in 2014, there was no NGO having any foreign funding sources, who was 
given a grant. Additionally, according to the researches presented to the author 
during interview in Saint Petersburg regional ombudsman (Уполномоченный 
по Правам Человека) advocacy, ecology, science and human rights NGOs ob-
tained only 7% of the grants given with rest given to socially oriented ones.

GONGOs model (second path)

Second path can be described as a cooperation, according to Najam’s ter mi no-
logy. � ere should be mentioned that there is common understanding within 
academia of the term GONGOs, which stands for governmentally organized 
non-governmental organizations, same as MANGOs (manipulated non-govern-
men tal organizations) or GRINGO (governmentally regulated and initiated 
non-governmental organizations)23. According to scholars, there are two mains 
reasons for establishing such organizations:

1. limit the in{ uence of civil society, and ultimately assist the state to control 
and manage social activity;

2. demonstrate unity of opinion between the administration and the public.24

Such institutions were active in Russia from the begining of the Putin era, 
starting with Walking Together (Идущие в месте). Established for the purposes of 
the electoral campaign 2000, they became the & rst nation-wide youth movement 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union, however could not hide their tight links 
with Unity Party (preceding United Russia) and gather around 10000 activists. 

20 A. Tarasenko, op.cit., p. 65.
21 http://special.tass.ru/info/671635 (1 VIII 2016).
22 See: http://eu-russia-csf.org (1 VIII 2016).
23 For the purposes of the article, all organizations working according to the second path will be 

called GONGO. 
24 S. Ljubownikow, An examination of the management of the Russian civil society, Birmingham 

2011, p. 77, http://eprints.aston.ac.uk/16040/1/An+examination+of+the+management+of+ 
Rus sian+civil+society(2011).pdf (1 VIII 2016), p.77.
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Much more successful was founded in 2005 and existing to 2012 youth move-
ment Nashi, „common child” of new ideologist V. Surkov (deputy head of presi-
dential administration) and V. Yakemenko, who became its leader. Organization, 
according to di� erent sources, was supposed to be an answer for color revolu-
tions, which should prepare cadres to struggle with such events in Russia25. Some 
of author’s interlocutors also claimed that they were prepared to capture all main 
squares in main cities in case of turmoil in the country. � eir main (and most 
visible) role was also to form young Russians in the patriotic manner (and form 
so-called Putin Generation26) in the authorities understanding, which praised 
them at many occasions, even being called by V. Putin „a bright example of the 
civil society”. � ey were famous not only for their marches (like the debut in 
Victory Day 2005) and organized actions in the electoral campaign 2008, but 
mainly for Lake Seliger camps, where around 3000 young people spent holidays 
each year. At the peak of their activity, they had 300000 members and 50 regional 
branches27. As J. Hemment presents, many of the observers were sceptic towards 
considering Nashi as a part of civil society, pointing out that members were en-
couraged by cell phones, internships, free holiday trips etc. However, basing on 
her researches, she argues that mostly their involvement was sincere.28 Author’s 
interlocutors also raised interesting point that on the province (глубинка) such 
organizations could be the only one e� ectively working in the neighborhood, giv-
ing a chance to change something around or being a social ladder for the talented 
and active young from the far-away regions. � ey also mainly refused to exclude 
them from the Russian civil society as they o� en claimed that: „From de& nition, 
civil society has inclusive and pluralistic character, if those young people are do-
ing it voluntarily there no point in excluding them”. Similar e� ect was given, by 
the pilotage survey conducted by author on the probe of 80 participants – mainly 
Russian liberal students – of 2 projects organized by Center for International Re-
gional Policy. 78% of them marked „yes” or „rather yes” for the question „Do you 
consider conservative-patriotic organizations like Nashi part of the Russian civil 
society”, while 22% decided „no” or „it’s hard to say”.

A� er 2008 elections and launch of the Dmitri Medvedev’s modernization pro-
ject, movement shi� ed its focus on more economic themes with slogan „com-
modify your talent” instead of continuing process of using Komsomol templates 
to shape young generation and express quasi-internationalism.29 � eir work con-
tinued to 2012 with visible participation in pro-Putin gatherings in winter 2011.

25 See: М. Зыгар, op.cit., p. 125.
26 For methods of indoctrination see Danish movie „Putin’s Kiss” from 2012, with former Nashi 

female leader as a main heroine.
27 J. Hemment, op.cit., p. 245.
28 Ibidem, p. 236.
29 Ibidem, p. 254.
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As an in interesting fact, it should be mentioned that one of their projects 
remained active a� er 2012. It was StopHam movement (СтопХам), which was 
& ghting with rudeness and arrogance of the drivers on the Russian roads by using 
big stickers placed on the windshields of the car and producing videos, which 
became hit on YouTube30. Despite of getting federal grants for their activity, due 
to citizen complaints and formal requirements, their activity was oÉ  cially termi-
nated at the beginning of 2016 by the Moscow court on the basis of Ministry of 
Justice request31 by excluding them from the register of legal entities.

On the wave of patriotic hype a� er Revolution of Dignity, annexation of 
Crimea and Donbass War, new type of organizations and movements became 
active in the Russian political sphere. It should be mentioned that their goals were 
familiar with state ones in terms of patriotic education, historical memory and 
remembrance, elaborated e.g in military doctrine from December 201432. On the 
other hand we can list Essence of Time (Суть Времени), which by the organized 
character of their actions is sometimes compared with Nashi. Despite the fact, 
they are considered as le� ist, in & eld of foreign policy they are one of the best or-
ganized groups of support of V. Putin conduct a� er 2013. Even earlier they were 
in vanguard of antimaidan movements. � eir analogue can be existing since 1991 
National Liberation Movement (Национально Освободительные Движение), 
which claims that in 1991 Russia lost its sovereignty and only Vladimir Putin is 
capable of its restoration. � eir slogans and distributed newspaper33 are packed 
with support for the president, good advices to him how to deal with 5th column 
or Wester agents within state structures etc. What can be interested, some of au-
thor interlocutors do not describe NLM (НОД) as GONGO, claiming, that initia-
tive comes sincerely „from down” only with & nancial support of the government 
and this should main criteria of assessment34. Same pattern with full support of 
president and his external politics course35 is present in activities of the motorcy-
cle club Night Wolfes (Ночные Волки) and their charismatic leader Alexander 
Zaldostanov „Surgeon”. � ey openly admit that in February and March 2014 they 
were present in Crimea and participate in ensuring safety from „Bandera militia” 
on the peninsula. � ey are especially active in remembering World War II legacy

30 See: http://stopham.tv/ (1 VIII 2016).
31 https://rg.ru/2016/03/30/miniust-likvidiroval-dvizhenie-stopham.html (1 VIII 2016).
32 Full text see: https://rg.ru/2014/12/30/doktrina-dok.html (1 VIII 2016).
33 All issues available at: http://rusnod.ru/index/gazeta/ (1 VIII 2016).
34 � esis of L. Salamon, asked about that case during his lecture on Saint Peteresburg State Uni-

versity in April 2016, followed by answers of Russian scholars during in-depth interviews. 
35 Most of the GONGOs are used to maintain mobilization within society and state of readi-

ness started in autumn 2013 and Ukraine crisis to distract people attention from economic 
problems or make them more „manageable” in face of „the fascist/West threat to the country 
security”.
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 (like attempts to carry out rally to Berlin in 2015 through territory of Poland) 
and struggle for the traditional values in Russia, while Surgeon declares his loyal-
ty and support for the president at every opportunity, calling Russians to gather 
around him in the hard times. With some other organizations like Combat Broth-
erhood (боевое братство) they formed in 2014 AntiMaidan movement, which 
peak was a manifestation in the center of Moscow. However it’s hard to claim that 
35000 of participants (with evidences of paying for participation36 and usage of 
administrative resources) was a successful actions, as well as there is no evidences 
of existence announced Antimaidan combat groups prepared to „attend demo-
cratic opposition rallies”.

As & nancial crisis spreads in Russia, & nancial resources for the GONGO 
movements are running out. � is could led to the competition among or ga-
ni za tions for the material resources, which shortage can verify sincerity of the 
engaged activists. It is visible now that attractiveness of the GONGOs in going 
down, however it remains vital in less developed regions.

Along with attempts to form NGOs following state views and strategy, author-
ities were trying to form speci& ed platforms for gathering civil society to make 
an impression of its unity and support for the state policy. First were Assemblies 
of the NGO, where participating sides were carefully selected not to allow in-
dependent and sceptic ones to express their opinions. Same task was given to 
the Civic Chamber of the Russian Federation, formed in 2005 on the basis of 
federal law37, which composition, despite being elected in last years, is exclusively 
consisted of loyal activist.38 Such representation of the third sector and attitude, 
results in reports produced by them. For example, in 2014 report of the civic 
chamber there were mainly paragraphs on alleged coupe d’etat and civil war in 
Ukraine which lead the violation of human rights, praises of fantastic work (and 
consolidation) of Russian civil society working in Donetsk and Luhansk republics 
as well as condemning xenophobic groups which took over power in Ukraine39. 
� e same attitude was presented during the 6th assemble of Russian NGOs, which 
declared in December 2015 that: „Delegates unanimously support way of conduct 
chosen by president RF Vladimir Putin for continuing democratic transforma-
tion in our country, focused on inevitable consolidation of the Russian civil so cie-
ty, its system and most active part – noncommercial sector for dealing with most 
important tasks of socio-economic development”40.

36 http://www.novayagazeta.ru/politics/67370.html (1 VIII 2016).
37 Full text: https://rg.ru/2005/04/07/obshestv-palata-dok.html (1 VIII 2016).
38 For longer history of formation see: А. Сунгуров, Гражданское Общество и его развитие 

в России, http://civisbook.ru (1 VIII 2016).
39 See: https://oprf.ru/& les/oprf_dokladsociety_a4_12-2014_184p_rus_blok_corr_4_preview_

postr.pdf (1 VIII 2016).
40 See: http://www.gosgrant.ru/page_1449415547_2364.php (1 VIII 2016).
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Conclusions

As author was told many times: „there is no one, single Russian civil society”. 
Case of GONGOs and managed civil society shows how many details we have to 
be aware about when examining it in Russia. It is not only about their links with 
authorities, but motivation of their members as well. To get a full picture and 
not to exclude unjustly some activist due to their ideas uncompliant with Wester 
ones, we have to bear in mind that the concept of civil society was researched in 
the developed countries with stable democratic systems, while in Russia, in words 
of M. McFaul: „it has to be rebuilt from the scratch”41.

On the other hand, while assessing development of its institutions in Russia 
and its perspectives, it must be remembered that concept of the civil society as 
something universal, which is associated exclusively with the plural democratic 
society, is sometimes cruised, as a Wester product „invented” in speci& ed cir-
cumstances. According to some scholars, it cannot be implemented to di� erent 
political and cultural conditions. For example, John Ehrenberg claims that it can 
support freedom, but also strengthen authorities as well.42 � e last remark re-
mains actual especially in the Russian case, being proven by everyday routine of 
the Russian government trying to put independent NGOs under control or faci-
li tate work of trusted and constructive ones. However, it will be unjust to claim 
that civil society is in the lost position in Russia, since internet, willingness to 
participate in social life by young Russians and possibilities to travel abroad and 
exchange ideas are factors, which foster its development in the country, even un-
der authoritarian regime and its attempts to moderate its activity.
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41 Media, Culture and Society in Putin’s Russia, J. White (ed.), Basinstoke 2008, p. 42.
42 E. Pietrzak, Ku globalnemu społeczeństwu obywatelskiemu. Transgresja idei, Warszawa 2014, 

p.  113.
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